PIPS, DRUMS AND DANCERS OF THE ROYAL SCOTS DRAGOON GUARDS

&

THE REGIMENTAL BAND, HER MAJESTY’S COLDSTREAM GUARDS

PROGRAM OF MUSIC

1. OPENING MUSTER
   The Regimental Band
   March On  PRIDE AND HONOUR
   Fanfare   SALUTE AMERICA

   The Pipes and Drums March On
   GARD OF OLD GAUL  arr Jones

2. HONOUR GUARD
   SEMPER FIDELIS  Sousa

3. NATIONAL ANTHEMS
   GOD SAVE THE QUEEN
   THE STAR SPANGLED BANNER

   The Regimental Band Marches Off

   SCOTTISH SOLDIERS  arr Owen

4. THE EMERALD ISLES
   The Pipes and Drums

   DAWNING OF THE DAY
   SILVER THREADS
   SNUGGLING THE BLANKET
   BOYS OF BALLYMORE
   JOLLY BEGGERMAN
   PADDY MAGINTIES GOAT

5. TRIBUTE TO THE COLDSTREAM GUARDS
   The 18th Century Band of The Coldstream Guards
   DUKE OF YORK  arr Stones
   FANFARE   arr Stones
   FIGARO  arr Stones

   The Strings of the Coldstream Guards
COLDSTREAM GUARDS WALTZ arr Diggs

The Regimental Band
ROYAL HERITAGE arr Jones
COLDSTREAM GUARDS MARCH arr Jones
COLDSTREAM POLKA arr Diggs
COLDSTREAM ROSE Jones

6. A VERY BRITISH TRIBUTE arr Machin

The Regimental Band featuring the voice of LCpl James Scott
SUO GAN
LOCH LOMOND
DANNY BOY
LAND OF HOPE AND GLORY arr Jones

7. HIGHLAND FLING arr Jones

The Pipes, Drums, Dancers and the Regimental Band
March On ATHOLL HIGHLANDERS
Fling LADY MADELINE SINCLAIR
LOUDENS BONNIE WOODS & BRAES
CAPTAIN HORN
March Off BUGLE HORN

8. 1st HALF FINALE SCOTTISH AIRS arr Jones

All Combined
MY HOME
SKYE BOAT SONG
HIGHLAND CRADLE SONG
DARKE ISLE

9. MARCH OFF SCOTTISH SALUTE arr Jones

All Combined
THE OLD RUSTIC BRIDGE
MARIES WEDDING
LORD LOVET’S LAMENT
HILLS OF ALVA

- INTERMISSION -

10. ROYAL CELEBRATION arr Jones

The Regimental Band
March On NUMBER 7 COMPANY COLDSTREAM GUARDS
SOLDIERS OF THE QUEEN
CHANGING THE GUARD AT BUCKINGHAM PALACE
WHEN THE GUARDS ARE ON PARADE
March Off GENERAL WILLIE Scott

11. HIGHLAND DANCE

The Pipes, Drums and Dancers
HIGHLAND LADDIE arr Potter

12. COMPETITION SET

The Pipes and Drums
CAPTAIN COMPARE arr Potter
13. TRIBUTE TO AMERICA

Diggs
The Regimental Band

YANKEE DOODLE
HAIL, COLUMBIA
OLD FOLKS AT HOME
THE GIRL I LEFT BEHIND ME
BRASS BAND QUICK STEP
SOUZA MARCH
THE ARMY
THE MARINES
THE NAVY
THE AIR FORCE
THE COAST GUARD
THE MERCHANT MARINE
AMERICA THE BEAUTIFUL

P&D March On
WHEN THE SAINT’S GO MARCHING IN arr Machin

14. JIG SET

arr Potter
The Pipes and Drums

FANNY POWER
SCARCE O TATTIES
MERRILY DANCE THE QUAKERS WIFE
QUEEN OF THE RUSHES

Band March On
THE BONNIE LASS OF FYVIE arr Jones
LA BAUIM arr Purvey

15. FINALE

Solo Piper

LAMENT-AMAZING GRACE

All Combined

Hymn
THE DAY THOU GAVEST arr Jones
AULD LANG SYNE arr Jones

16. FINAL MUSTER AND MARCH OFF

MILANOLLO Hamn
SCOTLAND THE BRAVE arr Potter
HIGHLAND LADDIE
BLACK BEAR